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ABSTRACT

Tra es of Internet pa kets from the past two years show that
between 1 pa ket in 1,100 and 1 pa ket in 32,000 fails the
TCP he ksum, even on links where link-level CRCs should
at h all but 1 in 4 billion errors. For ertain situations,
the rate of he ksum failures an be even higher: in one
hour-long test we observed a he ksum failure of 1 pa ket in
400. We investigate why so many errors are observed, when
link-level CRCs should at h nearly all of them.
We have olle ted nearly 500,000 pa kets whi h failed the
TCP or UDP or IP he ksum. This dataset shows the Internet has a wide variety of error sour es whi h an not be
dete ted by link-level he ks. We des ribe analysis tools that
have identi ed nearly 100 di erent error patterns. Categorizing pa ket errors, we an infer likely auses whi h explain
roughly half the observed errors. The auses span the entire
spe trum of a network sta k, from memory errors to bugs
in TCP.
After an analysis we on lude that the he ksum will fail
to dete t errors for roughly 1 in 16 million to 10 billion
pa kets. From our analysis of the ause of errors, we propose
simple hanges to several proto ols whi h will de rease the
rate of undete ted error. Even so, the highly non-random
distribution of errors strongly suggests some appli ations
should employ appli ation-level he ksums or equivalents.

We found this phenomenon of interest for two reasons. First,
the error rate is disturbingly high. A naive al ulation suggests that with a typi al TCP segment size of a few hundred
bytes, a le transfer of a million bytes (e.g., the size of a
modest software down-load) might well have an undete ted
error. (We hasten to emphasize this al ulation is naive. As
we dis uss later in the paper, a more realisti al ulation
requires an understanding of the types of errors.) Understanding why these errors o ur ould have a major impa t
on the reliability of Internet data transfers.
Se ond, there has been a long-running debate in the networking ommunity about just how valuable the TCP (and
UDP) he ksum is. While pra titioners have long argued on
ane dotal eviden e and personal experien e that the he ksum plays a vital role in preserving data integrity, few formal studies have been done. Studying these errors seemed
a good han e to improve our understanding of the role of
the he ksum.
In this paper we report the results of two years of analysis, using traÆ tra es taken at a variety of points in the
Internet. While we do not have a omplete set of explanations (about half the errors ontinue to resist lassi ation or
identi ation) we an explain many of the errors and dis uss
their impa t.

2. PRIOR WORK

1.

INTRODUCTION

In a private talk in January 1998, Vern Paxson[9℄ stated
that in re ent Internet pa ket tra es he observed that about
1 datagram in 7,500 passed its link-level CRC but failed the
TCP or UDP he ksum. Assuming the he ksum was orre t this result meant that the data was damaged in transit.
Furthermore, the damage took pla e not on the transmission
links (where it would be aught by the CRC) but rather must
have o urred in one of the intermediate systems (routers
and bridges) or the sending or re eiving hosts.

In the Internet proto ol suite, CRCs and the Internet he ksum play a omplementary role. CRCs are used to dete t
link-level transmission errors. The Internet he ksum, used
by most of the Internet proto ols, is designed to dete t
higher-level errors.
CRCs are based on polynomial arithmeti , base 2[1℄. The
most ommonly used CRC, CRC-32 [5℄ is a 32-bit polynomial that will dete t all errors that span less than 32 ontiguous bits and all 2-bit errors less than 2048 bits apart.
For most other types of errors (in luding at least some systems where the distribution of values is non-uniform[14℄),
the han e of not dete ting an error is 1 in 232 or 1 in 4 billion. Other 32-bit CRCs are also used, with error-dete ting
hara teristi s whi h are broadly similar. Di eren es between CRCs are beyond the s ope of this paper: relative to
16-bit he ksums, they are all e e tively equivalent.
Che ksums are simpler error he ks, designed to balan e
the ost of omputation (typi ally in software) against the

han e of su essfully dete ting an error. Many he ksums
exist; we dis uss only one, the Internet he ksum.
The Internet he ksum is a 16-bit ones- omplement sum of
the data[12℄[13℄[2℄. This sum will at h any burst error of 15
bits or less[11℄, and all 16-bit burst errors ex ept for those
whi h repla e one one's omplement zero with another (i.e.,
16 adja ent 1 bits repla ed by 16 zero bits, or vi e-versa).
Over uniformly distributed data, it dete ts other types of
errors at a rate proportional to 1 in 216 . Over non-uniformly
distributed data its performan e may be sharply worse. One
study found a dete tion rate of only 1 in 210 [14℄.
Very few studies have been done on how CRCs and he ksums a tually perform in the real world of the Internet.
Wang and Crow roft showed that CRC-32 was e e tive at
at hing ertain types of data reordering[15℄. In a simulation of network le transfers using IP over ATM with real le
system data, Stone et al. [14℄ showed that CRC-32 aught a
wide range of pa ket spli es in whi h ATM ells from di erent pa kets were ombined, but that the Internet he ksum
dete ted ell erasures at a rate of only 1 in 210 . A ommerial experiment of sorts was done in the 1980s when SUN
Mi rosystems and other vendors to ship Network File System (NFS) implementations with the UDP he ksum disabled. The vendors argued that the prote tion of the Internet he ksum was super uous given that link level data was
prote ted by CRC-32 and the he ksum omputation learly
hurt performan e. Experien e, however, soon led ustomers
to demand that the UDP he ksum be enabled.1

3.

METHODOLOGY

One of the major hallenges in this study was simply a quiring enough data to analyze. Unlike many other studies
whi h use only pa ket headers, we needed to examine full
pa kets to properly analyze he ksum errors. Due to priva y
on erns, it is extremely diÆ ult to get permission to put a
pa ket apture devi e on a network. And those sites that
apture traÆ for their own internal analysis are typi ally
unable or unwilling (again for priva y reasons) to share their
raw tra es with others. Mu h of our time has been spent
negotiating a ess to data.
In the end, our data tends to ome in two forms. First, on a
limited number of networks we were allowed to run our own
pa ket apture software. Be ause our apture software aptures only a small fra tion of all pa kets (and mostly pa kets
in error), we were permitted to run it on a few networks and
a quire a onsiderable amount of data.
Se ond, a few sites were gra ious enough to run our software
on their stored full-pa ket tra es, and provide us with the
results. These sites gave us a ess to data, espe ially for long
haul networks, that we might otherwise have been unable to
get.
1
Indeed, one of the authors worked for a omputer vendor
who found its own NFS data was periodi ally trashed by
power u tuations on the bus. The experien e helped onvin e the vendor to ship its NFS produ t with UDP he ksums enabled. The other author used systems from another
vendor, where a bus adaptor between a 16-bit Ethernet and
a 32-bit I/O bus on one ma hine o asionally rearranged
bytes within a 32-bit word.

3.1 The Capture Program

The apture program uses the Berkeley Pa ket Filter (BPF)[7℄,
via the libp ap library, to wat h all pa kets passing on
a wire. For ea h omplete pa ket, the software al ulates
the he ksum and if the he ksum fails, the entire pa ket
is saved. We do not attempt to reassemble and he k fragmented IP datagrams. Sin e IP fragments are quite rare,
we do not expe t this omission to have had a major impa t
on the results.
If the IP datagram ontains a TCP segment, the apture
program re ords what bytes were in the segment (on the assumption that the sequen e numbers are orre t!) and then
looks for valid retransmissions of those bytes. Capturing
the retransmissions makes it possible to ompare the bad
data with the good data and see what type of damage was
done to the pa ket.2 At present, the software aptures only
TCP retransmissions, in part due to the hallenge of getting our apture program to run at line speed. There are
UDP proto ols, su h as NFS, that reliably retransmit and
ould be obviously be analyzed in the same fashion. Further, for TCP ACKs with errors but no payload, we do not
apture retransmissions. Any subsequent ACKs are likely
to update the ACK eld and window, leaving us with little
to ompare. Also, an error in a 20-byte TCP header may
have orrupted the TCP port numbers, leaving no way to
nd the right onne tion.

3.2 Capture Sites

The data presented in this paper was aptured at four sites,
des ribed below.
Next to the router of the omputer s ien e building at Stanford University. This data set was taken
over one week during a term in 1999.

Campus:

On a broad ast-Ethernet (10base2) LAN in a Stanford University residential dormitory. This data set
was taken over the ourse of three months during a
term in 1999.

Dorm:

At the rewall of Lawren e Berkeley National
Laboratory. This data was provided by Vern Paxson
and represents four distin t data sets taken at di erent
times on several days in late 1998. This dataset is a
tra e of inbound traÆ only.

DoE-Lab:

A tra e taken at 10Mbit Ethernet hub onne ted to a web spider, whi h walked approximately
15 million URLs over the ourse of two days of tra ing
in May 2000.

Web-Crawl:

3.3 The Analysis Software

The analysis software is a suite of programs that takes tra es
from the apture program, and attempts to make sense of
the errors. For TCP segments with data, the programs ompare the orre t and errored pa kets to determine the sour e
of error. For non-TCP errors, or TCP errors where we did
not at h valid opy of the datagram, there is little we an
do ex ept ount the error and, in some ases, analyze the
2
We would like to thank Matt Mathis for suggesting apturing retransmissions.

path the errored pa ket took in the hopes of getting some
insight into how it was damaged.

Finding Twin Packets
The ore of our analysis is to ompare a bad pa ket, with
any retransmissions on the same onne tion whi h have the
same or overlapping sequen e-number range. From these retransmissions, we onstru t an image of what the bad pa ket
should have been. For larity, we all these pa kets twins:
the re orded erroneous pa ket is the bad twin, and the reonstru ted pa ket is the good twin.
The simplest ase of onstru ting the good twin is also the
most ommon ase: both the good and the bad twin have
identi al TCP sequen e numbers and length. Then the good
twin is exa tly the retransmission. We an ompare not only
the TCP payload of the good and bad `twin' pa kets, but
also the TCP pseudo-header (taking are to note that some
pseudo-header elds su h as the ACKed sequen e number
and the PSH/FIN bits an legitimately be hanged on a
retransmission).
Pa kets whose sequen e-number and length stri tly in lude
a bad pa ket an be ompared similarly, after deleting bytes
outside the sequen e-number spa e of the bad pa ket, and
adjusting the pseudo-header datagram-length and the he ksum eld a ordingly.
The hardest ase, whi h is also rare, is when no single pa ket
overs the payload of the bad pa ket, and we have to take
good bytes from two or more distin t retransmissions.
Figure 2 shows TCPdump output of one set of twins (with
addresses deleted for anonymity).
08:27:02.907787 X.X.X.X.22 > Y.Y.Y.Y.38201: P
3286558421:3286558441(20) a k 1212716141 win 25144
4500 003 d7e4 4000 f506 9029 XXXX XXXX
YYYY YYYY 0016 9539 3e4 e6d5 4848 946d
5018 6238 9e26 0000 0000 000a 7476 b63b
203f a89e 751f fa39 5e13 f425
Figure 1: A Bad Twin : : :

08:27:02.907787 X.X.X.X.22 > Y.Y.Y.Y.38201:
[t p sum ok℄
3286558421:3286558441(20) a k 3221241833 win 8760
4500 003 d7e7 4000 f506 9026 XXXX XXXX
YYYY YYYY 0016 9539 3e4 e6d5 0848 d455
5010 2238 9e06 0000 0000 000a 7476 b63b
203f a89e 751f fa39 5e13 f425
Figure 2: and Mat hing Good Twin.

The TCP payload of both pa kets is identi al, but ve 16bit words of the TCP headers have di eren es. For example,
the bad twin has 0x4848 in the high-order half of the ACK
eld instead of 0x0848, the low half is 0x946d not 0x5010
(implying an re eption rate impossible on Fast Ethernet),
and the TCP PSH bit hanged. After a quiring the data
sets, our analysis task was to nd explanations for several
tens of thousands of `twins' su h as these.

Analyzing the Twins
Our analysis tools run in two separate passes. First we prepro ess ea h output libp ap le from the apture program.
This pass writes ea h bad pa ket, plus any aptured retransmissions, into a separate libp ap le. At this stage we separate out the UDP traÆ , IP header errors, and any singletons { bad pa kets that have no retransmission, and so no
good twin { whi h we annot analyze further. Our analysis tools at h essentially all pa kets (e.g., 32 drops out of
200 million pa kets). Singletons are thus likely due to errors that orrupted the 96-bit TCP onne tion identi er or
whi h orrupted the sequen e number.
Then, over ea h set of twins, we run a se ond pass whi h
examines the bit-by-bit di eren es between the twins (or
triplets). This phase tries to onstru t an explanation for
ea h error. That is, we try to reate a sequen e of bit substitutions or byte substitutions, insertions, or deletions, whi h
will transform the good pa ket into its orrupted bad twin.
We start by identifying the starting and ending byte o sets
at whi h the twins di er. As part of this pro ess we an
trivially identify errors whi h ause di eren es in a single
bit, byte or word.
For the remaining pa kets, we look for longer insertions or
deletions. Starting from the rst byte whi h di ers, we look
for a window of up to 64 bytes for a deletion or insertion
that will re-syn hronize the bad pa ket with its good twin.
To redu e omputational ost, we use a heuristi of only
a epting insertions whi h re-syn hronize the two pa kets
for more bytes than the purported deleted or inserted length.
For insertion errors, we also he k to see if the inserted data
o urred in the pa ket in a window of 64 bytes pre eding
the insertion. If it does, the error is lassi ed as a sliding
error, where the inserted data is a dupli ate of earlier pa ket
ontent. (One potential ause of sliding errors is an bug in
DMA hardware, whi h auses a DMA engine's read pointer
to suddenly jump ba kward.)
The next phase in analysis is to look for multiple o urren es
of errors of the same type. The rst ase is repeated singlebyte deletions. Serial UARTs whi h require an interrupt for
every byte, like the NS16450, are still ommonpla e, and
we expe ted to see single-byte deletions due to overruns on
SLIP links. We also expe t su h overruns to luster. We also
he k for multiple longer (64-byte) insertions, deletions, or
sliding errors. Our rationale is that where DMA errors strike
on e, they may well strike again.
Our analysis tools also use several `pretty-printers' whi h
summarize di eren es in TCP payloads. For the priva y
reasons in se tion 3, the pretty-printers do not show a tual
pa ket ontents. Instead, they show byte-by-byte Hamming
distan es, or histograms of Hamming distan es, or byte-bybyte xor's of the data. We an also print these out visually,
one byte every 64 hara ters, to he k for periodi di eren es. Figure 3 shows pretty-printer output on a pair of
`twins' hosen at random. The rst line is a TCPdump-like
header. Mat hing bytes are shown as spa es; bad bytes are
shown by their Hamming distan e, or 0 or F for repla ement
by all-zero or all-one bytes. Ten bursts errors, ea h a multiple of 32 bytes long, ea h starting some 24 bytes from a

171.64.77.1.XXX(www) > 199.108.89.13(28716) len 1460
+----------------------------------------------------------------+
|
|
|
|
|
3455235544734454423434545o762426
|
|
|
|
4255443145374355174674344142553655444|
|35642355348416643543o654546
25434|
|754525575343434oo4336556345
|
|
64334|
|3447426446453425435562333555454433255445646343444454325353456442|
|44333655135544o444485526543
43244|
|23633323354244233344726234o6562424664445761254633364344353354644|
|353435356445456522543234345
54355|
|2o355455434252332475354534446353652252544434 43334142443645
|
|
6354343464366446253416454544423332145|
|54567621757364554335444443434344143522543565214652654364345
|
|
233461435414425644465444fo644553o4552|
|43454365fo376344633554643236345615225423424473252544343456444564|
|254453444625523342334623236
|
|
|
|
|
|
5434445233155554635444574122565537514|
|455634354667324444365334444
64454|
|6345326556534524532532351446535111674346443525475534|-----------+
+--------------------------------+-------------------+
0
63

4. ANALYSIS

We start our analysis by presenting some basi information
about ea h site and the data olle tions taken. We then look
at various questions about error rates and the form errors
take.
The main thrust of our analysis is an attempt to determine
what aused ea h type of error. We have su essfully identi ed the sour e of about half the errors. The dis ussion of
these errors takes up the majority of this se tion. Last, we
dis uss the likelihood of undete ted errors in data traÆ .
Tra e Name
Campus
DoE-LAB
Dorm

Figure 3: Pretty-printer output: per-byte Hamming
distan es

64-byte boundary, are easy to see. Figure 4 shows a se ond
example, where for 128 bytes, every 4th byte is bad, ex ept
for the 52nd and and 104th. Tedious manual examination of
thousands of pretty-printer pa ket dumps un overed a number of error patterns, many of whi h we had not expe ted.
As we have dis overed new patterns, we have added ode to
the lassi er to re ognize them.
207.24.0.129(www) > 171.64.71.YY(12669) len 1460
+----------------------------------------------------------------+
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
1
3 3 2 2 3
3 2 |
|2 3 3 2
2 1 2 3
3 2 2 1 2
3 3 |
|1 2 2 2
1 3 3
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|-----------+
+--------------------------------+-------------------+
0
63

Figure 4: pretty-printer output with every 4th byte
bad

Finally, for pa kets whi h are otherwise un lassi ed, we bin
pa kets into bu kets, based on where the rst bad byte o urs (toward the head, in the middle, or at the tail) and on
what fra tion of the pa ket after the rst byte is bad (less
than 5%, more than 5%, or somewhere in between).
In addition, for ea h error ategory, we sort the output of
the analysis pass by sour e IP address, then look for lustering of errors at spe i IP addresses. When we know the
topology of lo al sour es, we an also look for lustering of
error lasses on spe i subnets within the lo al or ampus
LAN.

Web-Crawl

Total

Total Pkts

Errors

1079M
600M
94M
436M

33851
37295
11578
396832
479556

Proto ol
IP UDP
TCP
0 8878 24973
0
173 37122
1278
613
9687
0
0 396832
1278 9664 468614

Table 1: Tra e Sites and Basi

Statisti s.

4.1 Basic Statistics for The Data Collections

Table 1 gives a summary of the overall error rate at ea h of
the three sites listed in se tion.3.2. The gures for the DoE
tra e in lude all four tra e les and the total pa ket ount
for the DoE tra e is extrapolated from the pa ket ounts for
two of the four tra es.
Three important (and striking) observations are visible in
this table.
The rst observation is wide variation in error rates. The
Web-Crawl data was heavily a e ted by the ACK-of-FIN
bug (see se tion 4.3.3), and su ered the highest error rate: 1
in 1,100 pa kets with an hourly peak (not shown) of 1 in 400
pa kets. The DoE-Lab mean rate (the value varies among
the DoE tra es) is 1 in about 15,000 pa kets The lowest rate
was in the Campus tra e: about 1 in about 31,900 pa kets.
The se ond observation is the large number of IP header
errors in the Dorm tra e. The Dorm tra e is the only one
olle ted adja ent to a variety of end-hosts. All our other
tra es were aptured at points one or more hops removed
from most hosts, so the rst-hop routers would have already
dropped pa kets with malformed IP headers.
The third observation is the high UDP error ount in the
Campus tra e, whi h is addressed in se tion 4.3.3.
It is important to keep in mind that we were only able to
ompare good and bad twins for TCP data segments. The
information on TCP segments seen and TCP data segments
see is summarized in Table 2.

4.2 General Observations

As the next se tion illustrates, we found that just about
any fa tor that ould ause a bad he ksum periodi ally
does. We found buggy software, and defe tive hardware,
and problems in both end-systems and routers. Nonetheless, there are also some general observations that we an
make about how bad he ksums o ur.

Tra e Name
Campus
DoE-LAB
Web-Crawl
Dorm

Total
24793
37122
396832
9687

TCP Errors
No Data Data
11482 13491
24286 12836
391950 4882
2876 6811

Table 2: Preliminary breakdown of TCP statisti s

First, there's an interesting observation about TCP dynami s and the data in Table 2. Typi ally, a TCP sends one
ACK for every two data segments. Furthermore, the typi al
non-data segment is 40 bytes long while the average data
segment is between 128 and 256 bytes long. So if error rates
are related to the amount of data, we would expe t to see
non-data segments to represent at most about 15% of the
errored segments. Instead we see non-data segments representing between 30% and 65% of errors (not in luding the
Web-Crawl data, whi h is skewed by the ACK-of-FIN bug
dis ussed in se tion 4.3.3). The suggestion is that there is a
large set of errors that are not related to length but rather
per pa ket or perhaps, per header.
Se ond, the errors luster. Certain hosts (or their asso iated
path through the network) in ea h tra e represent a large
fra tion of the errors that we saw.
Finally, for the Web-Crawl data set, we were able to get
HTML headers from most hosts. These headers indi ate the
type of server software the hosts were running and allows us
to guess with some a ura y at the TCP implementation on
ea h server. An analysis of this data suggests that, after
the ACK-of-FIN bug errors are eliminated, approximately
32% of the errors ame from systems running a version of
UNIX and 68% ame from systems running Mi rosoft Windows or NT. Those numbers are similar to the fra tions of
web servers generally reported to run UNIX and Mi rosoft
operating systems. This similarity suggests that, ex luding
the dominant ACK-of-FIN software bug, a large fra tion of
the observed he ksum errors are o urring independently of
the hoi e of end-system software (e.g., are aused either by
end-host hardware or by equipment in the network path).

4.3 Sources of Errors

Our tools urrently re ognize 40 distin t error lasses in
TCP segments. The error lasses found in the tra es are
des ribed in Table 3. The size of the table is a strong reminder that there is no one sour e of errors.
With 468,434 TCP individual errors seen (about 78,500 errors ex luding the ACK-of-FIN bug) and 40 basi ategories
of errors, there is not spa e to dis uss all the analysis results.
Instead this se tion fo uses on examples of di erent types
of errors, espe ially where whi h we believe the underlying
auses or remedies are representative of a broader range of
ategories.
Errors fall into four broad groups: errors in end-host hardware, errors in end-host software, errors in router memory;
and errors at the link level or in network-interfa e hardware.
A nal ategory is errors we annot fully explain.

4.3.1 Confirming the Causes of Errors
The reader will note that we have been unable to verify the
sour e of many of the errors des ribed. This la k is not for
la k of trying. We made several attempts to gain a ess to
hardware and software we suspe ted was buggy.
For the Campus tra e, we were permitted to onta t administrators of hosts we identi ed as error sour es. Unfortunately, only three ma hines inside the CS department at
Stanford had more than one error apie e. We also onta ted
the owners of the Ma intosh in se tion 4.3.5.
In the Dorm tra e, the organization providing the tra e data
expli itly forbade us to onta t the owners of hosts that we
lo ated through our tra es. The on ern was that owners
might view our study as an invasion of their priva y.
In most other ases, the administrators of the a e ted hosts
and routers did not respond to repeated emails and telephone alls.

4.3.2 End-host hardware errors
The Dorm tra e, taken on a stub broad ast 10Mbit Ethernet segment, was the best-pla ed to observe end-host errors:
it is the only tra e where our olle tion point was on the
same network segment as the end-hosts it monitored.
The rst surprise in the Dorm tra e was the number of errors in the IP header. Of the 24 hosts on the Dorm broadast segment, two hosts sent pa kets with bad IP header
he ksums. One parti ular host sent three pa kets where
the Ethernet CRC was orre t, but the low two-order bytes
of the sour e IP address were repla ed with two bytes from
another lo al IP address. (This error ould be aused by
a driver bug, or a hardware memory error). A se ond host
sent several pa kets with single-byte deletions.
Overall, ve di erent systems, using network ards from
three manufa turers, demonstrated errors that ould be hardware errors. The two hosts with bad header he ksums and
a third host that shifted addresses by 16-bit positions all
had OUIs indi ating they used Realtek Ethernet interfa es.
We aught one error (a 16-bit repla ement with 0x0) from a
host with a D-Link Ethernet interfa e, and several deletion
errors from a host with an Addtron Ethernet interfa e.

4.3.3 End-host software errors
While the eviden e suggests that most errors (other than
ACK-of-FIN) are hardware related, there were plenty of software errors in the tra es. This se tion dis usses some of the
most interesting ones. (One further lass of end-host errors
in the Campus tra e is dis ussed below in se tion 4.3.5.)
ACK-of-FIN
The largest single error found (in terms of bad he ksums)
is the ACK-of-FIN bug dete ted in the Web-Crawl tra es.
Over a quarter million possible ACK-of-FIN errors were dete ted in the Web-Crawl tra e.
The ACK-of-FIN bug was a subtle (and now xed) bug in
Windows NT. If the NT software was in the TIME-WAIT
state and re eived a retransmission of a TCP FIN, the NT

Category

Des ription

Added PSH+ TCPlen bad
Dropped PSH+ TCPlen bad
TCP hdr o set

Bad twin has PSH set, the good twin does not. TCPlen is also implausible

Other ags+TCPlen bad
all bytes bad
entire tail bad
most bytes bad
most bad = 0x00
most bad = 0x00 or 0xFF
payload ok
one region bad
pure insertion
pure deletion
insertion tail
deletion tail
transposition
every 4th byte bad
4th-byte nybble bad
most tail bad
singleton
sliding error
xsum eld same
Un lassi ed { at h-all.
one byte bad
last byte bad
one word bad
single-bit error
tandem single bit
Added PSH
Dropped PSH
Reserved bits hanged
Other ags error
IPLEN smaller
twi e ounted
Total
ACK-only
Grand Total

The TCP header length of the bad twin is invalid (less than 5), or was heuristi ally found to be in orre t.
No payload byte in the bad twin mat hes the good twin.
From the rst mismat h to the end of the bad twin, no bytes mat h.
80% or more of the bytes in the bad twin's payload do not mat h.
No pattern, other than 80% or more of the bad twin's in orre t payload bytes
are 0x00.
No pattern, other than 80% or more of the bad twin's in orre t payload bytes
are 0x00 or 0xFF
Both payload and header (possibly modi ed to orre t TCP header length)
mat h.
The non-mat hing bytes in the bad twin are in one ontiguous region.
A simple insertion.
The bad twin has one deletion.
The bad twin appears to have an insertion where the good twin ends.
The bad twin has had bytes deleted all the way to its end.
a deletion where the deleted bytes were re-inserted later in the pa ket.
A burst error where only every 4th byte is altered. (see Fig. 4).
as for 4th byte bad, but only the low-order nybble is orrupt.
As for tail bad, but allowing up to 20% of the bytes in the burst to mat h.
An isolated bad segment with no good twin to ompare.
see se . 3.3
The bad payload mat hes the good twin. The TCP ags and onne tion ID
mat h. the he ksum eld mat h. The ACK or window eld of the bad twin is
likely orrupt.
Always- aught errors
Good and bad twins di er only in one payload byte.
Good and bad twins di er only in the very last byte of an odd-length segment.
Payload di eren es on ne to a single aligned 16-bit word.
Good and bad twins di er only in one byte of the payload.
two single-bit errors in adja ent bytes.
The bad twin has the PUSH bit set, the good twin does not.
Bad twin has PSH lear.
TCP's reserved header bits hanged.
TCP ag bits other than SYN, ACK, FIN, PSH, RST, were hanged.
Payload of the bad twin mat h the good twin, but the IP datagram length of
the bad twin is smaller.
misaligned-seqno bad pa kets, ompared to two good pa kets
ACK-only, no data to ompare (see Table 2).
Table 3: Des ription of basi

TCP error

ategories.

Campus

DoE-LAB

Dorm

Crawl

5
4
10

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

27
89
194
1544
599

0
478
204
3502
90

0
6
161
95
13

0
41
202
291
78

0

44

0

0

310

480

600

141

177
47
25
0
3
192
62
0
627
4341
3
547

211
48
28
3
2
185
66
4
735
3235
22
202

128
248
2
2
3
27
11
0
4311
394
5
1

163
11
28
1
0
126
44
0
474
1121
15
85

1140

1357

690

606

47
91
25
2011
451
100
74
10
138

21
1132
64
844
3
8
7
0
13

4
3
18
236
1
217
6
0
0

47
69
16
619
0
7
120
0
107

794

474

419

608

-196
13491
11482
24793

-626
12836
24286
37122

-790
6811
2876
9687

-138
4882
391950
396832

software would (due to an in orre tly initialized bu er) send
an ACK with a bad he ksum. While no data was damaged
due to this bug (all data is sent and a knowledged before
any FINs are sent), the bug did ause a slight extra TIMEWAIT load on the server, as the retransmitted FINs would
extend the time the server spent in TIME-WAIT.
It turns out that the web spider doing the rawl, for reasons
not yet determined, frequently lost the initial ACK sent in
response to its own FIN3 . As a result, the spider was routinely triggering the ACK-of-FIN bug, whi h explains the
high number of errors in this tra e. However, the ACKof-FIN bug has been seen in other tra es, at mu h lower
frequen ies.

Bad LF in CR/LF
The very rst error pattern addu ed from the data was a
group of errors where the lient end of an SMTP, NNTP
or HTTP transa tion is sending an odd-length line to the
server. The pa ket should end in an ASCII CR/LF pair,
and the good twin does, but the bad twin substitutes some
other value for the last odd byte. The ombination of o urring only with odd-length pa kets, yet with orre t retransmissions, onvin es us that this is a software error. The
DoE-Lab tra e ontains 1123 instan es of this error, from
25 distin t hosts. The Campus tra e ontains 82 more instan es. The Web-Crawl ontains 24 instan es, of whi h
21 are from from a single host, whi h has been iden ed as
running Solaris 2.5. The software on all of the other hosts
has not been identi ed.
Bad Hosts
Another surprise in our tra es was the large fra tion of errors whi h are due to persistently-misbehaving hosts. One
example is the Campus tra e, where 6340 pa kets out of
33,000 or roughly one- fth of the errors in the entire tra e,
o urred in two onse utive UDP streams between a single
pair of hosts within one two-hour period. One of the two
hosts has a WWW server with a banner suggesting the misbehaving ow was a RealAudio session. UDP errors like
these are not a unique ase. In one experiment (not otherwise presented here) we found a Quake server in Sweden
from whi h 1 in 5 UDP pa kets sent had invalid he ksums.
The Dorm tra e in ludes a TCP stream with similar misbehavior. In a one-hour window of that tra e, an o - ampus
news server sent 2630 bad pa kets to a single lient. We
were unable to onta t the owners of these systems.
4.3.4 Router memory errors
Table 3 shows that single-bit errors are relatively ommon.
For ea h single-bit error, our analysis tools report the o set
of the bit and whether the error set or leared the bit. If
we examine o urren es of bit o sets modulo 8 (to tra k
bit o sets within bytes) and sort the o urren es by sour e
IP addresses, we an nd a set of hosts whi h may share a
3
In several ases, the adja ent monitoring ma hine had
logged the rst (valid) ACK sent by an NT server in response to the spider's FIN. We have no explanation for why
the spider does not pro ess the rst ACK. The Ethernet
ards on both the spider and the monitor ma hine were orre tly on gured to half-duplex. Other hardware mis on guration has not been ruled out.

ommon bad bit. If we know the topology and the paths to
ea h of the sour es, and assuming a single bad bit, we an
infer the probable lo ation.
bit pos 7
On
4
O
0
Table 4:

6 5 4
0 0 6
12 0 0

3
2
45 142
0 162

1 0
8 70
336 31

Frequen y of single-bit errors in DOE-

Tra e, by bit position.

For the DoE-LAB tra e, we managed to obtain tra eroute
paths between the tra e- olle tion point, to ea h re orded
sour e of single-bit errors. (Note that the tra eroute data
is slightly later than the tra e, and gives the reverse route
to the sour e of the inbound erroneous pa kets.) Table 4
shows the frequen y of ea h of the bit o sets. The most
frequent error is bit 1 for ed o . The only pa kets with that
error ame from 5 distin t hosts; all but a single o urren e
(335 out of 336) ame from just 4 hosts with addresses on
207.115.200.0/24. The tra eroute data shows route apping
to these hosts. As illustrated in gure 5, the routes to ea h
host diverge at the fth hop router and onverge again at
twelfth hop router.
131.243.1.1
131.243.128.11
198.128.16.11
134.55.24.16
192.41.177.249

146.188.160.90

246.188.160.94

148.118.160.90

146.188.160.94

146.188.161.162

146.188.161.190

146.118.161.174

146.188.161.178

148.188.136.178

146.188.136.202

146.118.136.178

146.188.136.182

146.188.240.57

146.188..240.185

146.118.240.57

146.188.240.65

146.188.240.25

146.188.240.125

146.118.240.9

146.188.240.5

137.39.75.221

137.39.75.198

137.39.75.141

137.39.75.141

209.84.26.2
207.175.100.237

207.115.200.1

207.115.200.12

207.115.200.117

207.115.200.118

Figure 5: Paths for a Bit Error Pattern.

The fth hop router in gure 5 regularly showed up in tra eroutes for pa kets with errors, but the single-bit errors only
o urred in the pa kets from net 207. The logi al inferen e,
therefore, is that the bit errors are o urring past the fth
hop, and (assuming a single sour e of errors), after the paths
onverge again at the twelfth hop. As further on rmation,
we also observe that of these 336 errors, all 335 from the
four 207.115.120.0/24 hosts are at a byte o set of 0 (mod
4), whereas the sole remaining bit-1-o error o urred at a
di erent byte o set.
The next-most-frequent error, bit 2 o , shows a similar pattern: three hosts, 210.157.0.13 210.157.0.16, 210.157.0.48,
are the only sour es showing that error. The error seems to
be a router between the sixth and last hop in the path.

Memory errors in routers may also a ount for the ategories
`every fourth byte bad' (see Figure 4 and a similar pattern
where the low-order four bits of ea h fourth byte are bad.
While it has been suggested that these fourth-byte-bad errors are lo king-domain problems, (e.g., between the 4b/5b
en oder and the remainder of a FDDI or Fiber-Channel network interfa e), those problems an likely be ex luded beause the link-level CRC should dete t them. One anonymous reviewer suggested these may be due to DRAM-readout
errors. Whatever the pre ise ause, the every-fourth-byte errors are learly a pattern that is typi al for hardware errors
and not software errors.

4.3.5 Link Errors
In general, link errors should be aught by the CRC. However, there are ases where the link level proto ols an intera t to ause higher level he ksum errors. The most notable
situation is header ompression and we looked vigorously for
errors of this sort.
Van Jacobson Header-Compression
We isolated several dozen ases where a TCP onne tion
showed several otherwise unexplained errored datagrams whi h
were onse utive in TCP sequen e-number spa e. In these
ases, the datagram length is in orre t and both the he ksumeld ontents and the TCP payload of a bad pa ket mat h
the next good pa ket.
One possible ause is de ompression of a link using Van Jaobson[4℄ header- ompression (VJ-HC), where the de ompresser dropped a pa ket (perhaps due to a link-level CRC
error). When the re eiver de ompresses the next orre tlyre eived pa ket of that ow after the drop, the de ompresser
will re onstitute the pa ket header from deltas whi h do not
in lude the sequen e-number delta of the dropped pa ket.
(see se tion 4.1 in [4℄). The net e e t is that sequen e numbers are ut o ea h pa ket and pasted on to the su eeding
pa ket. This ontinues until an end-to-end TCP retransmissions ki k in, whereupon the ba kward jump in sequen enumber spa e auses the VJ-HC sender to send an un ompressed header, whi h nally re-syn hronizes the re eiver.
There are two noteworthy points here. Se tion 4 of RFC
1141[4℄ strongly re ommends that VJ-HC re eivers should
be used with framing level CRCs to dete t errors, and that
after a link-level error, de ompressors should dis ard all
frames until they see an un ompressed pa ket. However,
our sampling of hosts known to use PPP and VJ-HC, indiates that the deployed base is not dis arding pa kets.
Se ond, pa ket drops on links with non- ompliant VJ header
ompression will ause the next few pa kets { three to ve, in
our examples { to be de ompressed with a sequen e number
that originally ame from the pre eding segment. The TCP
he ksum of the de ompressed pa ket is therefore in orre t,
and the re eiver will silently dis ard it.

False header-compression errors
The two-pass nature of our analysis tools made it diÆ ult
to nd header ompression errors: the tools split aptured
pa kets into separate les, one for ea h bad pa ket. We
modi ed our tools to look for patterns of su essive pa kets

with he ksums shifted from one pa ket to the next as an
error in header- ompression would suggest. We promptly
found several possible errors. However, to our surprise, not
all were the result of header ompression.
The rst example we found was a nearby, but o - ampus
host from the Campus tra e. We su essfully onta ted its
owner. The ma hine in question (a PowerMa 8100) was
onne ted via a dedi ated T-1 and had never used header
ompression. A se ond, similar Ma in the Campus tra e,
used as a webserver, also showed a high rate of errors. Our
best hypothesis is that we are seeing the e e t of a bug in the
single-address-spa e, STREAMS implementation of TCP in
Ma OS, whi h shares bu ers between devi e drivers, TCP,
and the user appli ation.4

Real header-compression errors
After this surprise, we we approa hed the problem of nding
header ompression errors from the other end. We veri ed
our tools against syntheti generated VJ-HC traÆ . Then
we sele ted several hosts from one of our datasets whi h we
knew to be onne ted via CSLIP or PPP links and whi h
were not Ma intoshes. When we reran the modi ed analysis
tools over traÆ from those hosts, they diagnosed ( orre tly,
we assume) VJ-HC errors. But sin e our tools annot distinguish true VJ-HC he ksum errors from the Ma OS bug
mentioned above, we annot estimate the a e t that pa ket
drops on VJ-HC links has on a tual he ksum failures.
4.3.6 Other Remarks
Spa e prohibits des ribing every lass. The examples disussed above give the avour of the full lassi ation. But
a few additional points are worth mentioning.
The rst is errors in the TCP header. Our methodology relies on TCP sequen e numbers to mat h up erroneous pa kets with their retransmission. Two fa tors suggest that relian e on TCP headers numbers is a serious limitation. First,
nearly 5% of the observed errors are singletons: bad pa kets where we saw no mat hing retransmission. Our apture
tools run at nearly wire rate, so a likely ause for singletons
is an erroneous TCP sequen e number or TCP port.
Se ond, the analysis tools do some limited he k for orrupted sequen e numbers or TCP headers. For all `twins'
where good and bad twins have overlapping but non-identi al
sequen e numbers, our tools ompare the TCP payload of
the good and bad twins, but instead of using the TCP header
length and sequen e number from the bad twin to ompute
payload o sets, we use the header eld form the good twin
for both pa kets, good and bad. If the modi ed bad TCP
payload is identi al to the good payload, our tools assume
the header was orrupted, not the payload.

4

Conta ts at Apple have told us that older versions of Ma
OS had a subtle, hard-to- nd ra e ondition in the driver
for the built-in Ethernet on the PowerMa 8100, whi h is
known to have aused data orruption in re eption. Perhaps
a similar error existed on the transmission side?

4.4 How Many Errors Does TCP Reliably Detect?
One very simple (but informative) question is: How frequent
are errors that might get past the TCP he ksum? On e we
answer how many errors get past the TCP he ksum, we an
then estimate how frequently bad pa kets are getting past
both the CRC and he ksum, and estimate the rate of bit
rot due to Internet data transfer.

Looking at this problem analyti ally, the problem an be
stated as follows: Every pa ket aught by our pa ket- apture
tool was subje ted to some set of errors. If the same sequen e of errors o urred to a di erent pa ket, or if the original pa ket had di erent ontents, would the TCP he ksum
still have aught the error?
The TCP he ksum will always dete t a single error that
is up to 15 ontiguous bits long, and all 16-bit burst errors ex ept two: substitutions of 0x0000 for 0xFFFF and
vi e-versa[11℄. Longer errors and most multiple errors are
aught statisti ally, where the parti ular likelihood of dete tion varies depending the parti ular hara teristi s of the
data being sent and the types of errors being experien ed.
So the han e of an undete ted error is:

P

ue

=1

P

ef

P

ead

P

edp

Where ue is undete ted errors, ef is error free pa kets, ead is
errors always dete ted the TCP he ksum, and edp is errors
dete ted probabilisti ally by the he ksum. The aptured
he ksum data does not give us any of these probabilities
dire tly, but we have a large enough sample to get fairly
good approximations.
First, we observe that the pa kets our apture tools deemed
to be good represent both undete ted errors and error free
pa kets, or Pue + Pef . However we know that Pue is at best
1=65535 of Pedp and may be as poor as 1=1024 of Pedp [14℄.
Given a value for Pedp , we an ompute the likely value of
Pue .

result ould also be aused by a burst error where, by oin iden e, both the original and repla ement data were all
zeros. Ambiguities like this are an unavoidable part of indu tive reasoning.
Given the inherent un ertainty of inferring auses given only
symptoms, error, we de ided to simply look for burst errors
of 16 bits or less. The e e t of this de ision is probably to
somewhat overestimate the error patterns the TCP he ksum will at h.
Tra e Name
Dorm
Campus
DoE-LAB
Crawl

P

edp

0.0000628404
0.0000090361
0.0000171166
0.0000075436

P

ue

Low
0.0000000010
0.0000000001
0.0000000003
0.0000000001

Range

High
0.0000000614
0.0000000088
0.0000000167
0.0000000074

Table 5: Estimated Rates of Undete ted Errors

Table 5 lists Pedp and the range of values for Pue for the four
tra es. The value for Pedp is only for data bearing segments
whose errors are aught probabilisti ally. Defe tive ACKs
are assumed to always be aught.6
The range of values for Pue suggests that between one (data)
pa ket in every 16 million pa kets and one pa ket in every
10 billion pa kets will have an undete ted he ksum error.
The wide range re e ts the diversity of traÆ patterns, and
also the impa t that a few bad hosts or routers an have on
the error rates see at a parti ular. The smaller number is,
of ourse, the more worrisome. It suggests that some hosts
ould regularly be a epting bad TCP data.

5. HOW TO REDUCE THE ERROR RATE?
Regardless of whether the errors are in hardware or software,
there are only three sour es of error: the sending host, the
routers along the path, and the links between them. In general, the CRC will dete t the errors on the links and network
interfa es will log them, thus making the errors visible. So
our problem is with the hosts and routers.

Finding Pedp , however, is not easy. The problem is that
to fully determine what errors are always aught (and thus
an be ex luded), we need a very thorough understanding
of ea h error. Here's a ontrived but illustrative example.

5.1 Don’t Trust Hardware

Consider a hardware error whi h o asionally overwrites the
ontents of a 32-bit word to 0x00000000. If this error strikes
a word that ontains random data, our tools will identify it
as a zero-repla ement burst error that is aught only probabilisti ally.5 But suppose the error instead strikes a word
whi h previously had only one nonzero bit { say 0x000010000.
When we ompare the resulting bad twin to its good twin,
we would infer a single-bit error, and in orre tly laim the
error is always aught. One less- ontrived example is repeated single-byte errors. If the good bytes are neither 0x000
nor 0xFF, these will always be aught. But the same net
5
Sin e there are 21 6 unordered pairs (x; 1 x) whi h are
ongruent to 1, and ea h pair an appear in either order in
the original, this spe i
ase will be aught at a rate of 1
in 215 , assuming uniformly-distributed input.

The Dorm tra e suggests that many these errors o ur before the pa ket leaves the sending host. In the Dorm tra e,
the strikingly large number of IP header errors must have
o urred before or during omputation of the link-level CRC
at the sour e host's outgoing interfa e.

Histori ally, most software engineers have had faith that the
hardware will work orre tly and, in some ases, save them
from software errors. Probably the strongest message of this
study is that the networking hardware is often trashing the
pa kets whi h are entrusted to it. A tremendous number
of the errors in Table 3 are learly hardware-related errors
(e.g., the every-4th-byte-bad and the bad tails).

6

If a damaged ACK somehow be omes the rst to a k some
data, then either (a) the data was indeed re eived, in whi h
ase the a k has done no harm; or (b) the data was lost, in
whi h ase the a k will ause the onne tion endpoints to
be ome in onsistent and the onne tion will eventually fail.

In su h a situation, the safest thing to do is he ksum the
data as early as possible in the transmission path: before
the data an su er DMA errors or data path errors in the
network interfa e. In the past, one of the authors has periodi ally re ommended improving transmission performan e
by doing the he ksum as part of the DMA pro ess or in
the transmission path in the network interfa e[3℄. Based on
this study, we an now say that advi e is wrong be ause it
leaves data too exposed to hardware errors.

5.2 Reporting Host Errors

For hosts, one of the problems is that the sending host gets
no feedba k that it is sending bad pa kets. Admittedly the
host has to retransmit pa kets somewhat more frequently,
but typi ally not enough to be obvious. What we need is
some way for hosts to be informed that they are sending
pa kets with bad he ksums. This feedba k an then be used
by host administrators to ause their hosts to be repaired.
To a hieve this feedba k, we propose adding a new parameter ode, `transport he ksum problem', to the ICMP `parameter message. Rather than silently dropping pa kets
with invalid TCP or UDP he ksums, hosts would send ba k
a `transport parameter he ksum' for ea h bad pa ket, along
with the header of the o ending pa ket. Hosts whi h emit
thousands of errors over a short period would re eive thousands of ICMP messages about their bad he ksums. Misbehaving implementations would then be noti ed in short
order. The impa t on hosts with orre t network sta ks will
be negligible: approximately 1 he ksum ICMP generated
per several thousand pa kets.

5.3 Reporting Router Errors

Determining whi h routers have errors, and informing them
of it, is harder than informing hosts. The obvious answer,
namely using a me hanism su h as Router Alert[6, 8℄ to inform routers along the path that there was an error, doesn't
work well for two reasons. First, even on a router that is not
generating errors, the rate of reporting is likely to be high:
a few thousand noti ations per se ond on a multi-gigabit
router in the ba kbone. Se ond, the asymmetry of routing
paths means that noti ation must be done by the sender,
not the re eiver, of the bad pa ket.
We believe the orre t approa h is to use monitoring tools at
the edge of the network su h as those developed by Paxson.
The ni e feature of these tools is that they are designed to
tra k paths in detail and an therefore an rapidly pinpoint
errors. Furthermore, as Paxson[10℄ has shown, an edge monitoring tool deployed at a fairly small number of sites an
e e tively test a wide range of paths. One issue of on ern,
however, is the volume of traÆ (tens of thousands of pa kets) that needs to be sent over a path to e e tively test it
for errors.

too late in the transmission pro ess, often after the data has
passed through a DMA engine. Rather the appli ation must
add the he ksum before handing its data to TCP (ala SSL).

6. CONCLUSIONS

It is a well-known irony that the very robustness of faulttolerant systems an on eal a large number of orre table
errors.
In the Internet, that means we are sending large volumes
of in orre t data without anyone noti ing. Our tra e data
shows that the TCP and UDP he ksums are at hing a signi ant number of persistent errors. In pra ti e, the he ksum is being asked to dete t an error every few thousand
pa kets. After eliminating those errors that the he ksum
always at hes, the data suggests that, on average, between
one pa ket in 10 billion and one pa ket in a few millions
will have an error that goes undete ted. The exa t range
depends on the type of data transferred and the path being
traversed.
While these odds seem large, they do not en ourage omplaen y. In every tra e, one or two `bad apple' hosts or paths
are responsible for a huge proportion of the errors. For appli ations whi h stumble a ross one of the `bad-apple' hosts,
the expe ted time until a orrupted data is a epted ould
be as low as a few minutes. When ompared to undete ted
error rates for lo al I/O (e.g., disk drives), these rates are
disturbing.
Our on lusion is that vital appli ations should strongly onsider augmenting the TCP he ksum with an appli ation
sum.
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